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tracks, alone with my small belongings and a vague sense
that I had seen it all somewhere else before, The train, a
dwindling point now in the rough Canadian landscape,
moved deliberately out of the picture ; the tracks resumed
their interrupted peace ; the station-shed, wholly unmoved
by the sight of a lonely figure standing forlornly by its bag-
gage, still occupied the middle distance. No one seemed to
care; the visible world was utterly indifferent; the . , ,
Then I remembered. How many times had I seen movie
heroines arrive precisely thus—the big locomotive (with
impressive jets of steam); the long line of halted Pullmans;
the deferential darkey, as a trim figure comes tripping down
the steps; and then the train's departure, and the solitary
arrival waiting, a little wistful, by its bag in an indifferent
world. It was, of course it was, the recognised approach to
life in a small town. In an ecstasy of recognition I almost
shaded an eye to catch the last of the big, friendly train with
its sympathetic brakeman and removed (close-up) one tear
of glycerine.
Not more eagerly did Henry James acclaim, through
slowly drifting clouds of circumlocution, some remembered
aspect of Newport. For here it was, the indubitable small
town of countless slightly sentimental dramas, Its stamp
was on the chilly welcome; and (better still) its tank, the
authentic tank, was on the skyline. That ungainly symbol
was my final confirmation, How soon, I wondered, would
it be before I saw the comic help and her invariable swain
(in a hat too small for him) ? My eyes would soon be
gladdened by the kindly storekeeper gently rocking on his
porch, by the world-famous profile worn (in this picture)
by a young millionaire from Harvard passing his vacation
incognito as a farm-hand, and the pursed lips and narrow
eyes of those familiar and attenuated figures who would dis-
approve in corners of my ... But I forgot; for I was not
the heroine.
Yet the small town was there, plain as its tank, for any
student of the films to recognise.   Perhaps the young man,

